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Snow White & Queen(disguised)

Inside the Dwarf’s Cottage
(there’s a knock at the door)
SW

Hello. Who’s there?

Queen

I’m just an old pedlar woman my dear

SW

I’m afraid I can’t let you in – my friends said I mustn’t
open the door to anyone

Queen

Quite right, you never know what danger is lurking, but
your friends are my friends too. They’re such friendly,
little chaps, and so trustworthy

SW

Oh yes, they’re wonderful

Queen

Since you cannot open the door, why not come to the
window. What harm could that do?

SW

I suppose that would be ok
(SW opens the window)

Queen

Could I possibly have a drink of water my dear

SW

Of course, still or sparkling? Ice and lemon?

Queen

Just a still Highland Spring will be fine

SW

I’m afraid we don’t have that anymore, but I have another
brand

Queen

(takes a sip and starts coughing) It’s rather salty.
Something smells tasty

SW

I’m cooking roast beef for the dwarfs’ dinner

Queen

And what will they have for dessert?

SW

I haven’t really thought about that yet
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Queen

I have some lovely, delicious apples here. You could
make them apple crumble. Would you like to try one my
dear? They taste blissful

SW

No thank you, but they do look delicious

Queen

Oh yes they are, particularly this one. It’s a magic,
wishing apple. Surely there must be a wish close to your
young heart?

SW

Well yes there is actually

Queen

Go on then, take a bite and make a wish

SW

I’m not sure, should I boys and girls
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Queen

Don’t listen to them, they’re just jealous. Close your eyes
and wish for your hearts desire

SW

Ok then
(she takes a bite and collapses)
Ha, ha not so beautiful now Snow White – just drop dead
gorgeous

Queen

